Interactive Media/Web Design Faculty. University of Notre Dame. Assistant Professor, full-time, tenure-track. Salary and benefits competitive. Beginning Fall 2010. Responsibilities include developing and teaching intermediate and advanced undergraduate courses in interactive media (web design, motion graphics, user interface, information architecture, etc.), advising graduate students, and contributing to department activities. Candidate requirements include: Master of Fine Arts or equivalent advanced degree in interactive media or in graphic/communication design with strong evidence of interactive work and technical ability; cross-functional skills of interactive/web and traditional design principles; creative engagement in design research; excellent communication and problem-solving skills; competency with Macintosh and PC platforms and creative software applications for both interactive and print communications; industry experience strongly desirable; teaching experience in standards-based Web development and familiarity with industry standard programming languages; teaching beyond graduate assistant or TA preferred.

The University particularly seeks candidates who demonstrate excellence in both teaching and scholarship. Information about Notre Dame is available at http://www.nd.edu.

Completed applications due no later than January 4, 2010. Applications should be sent to Robert Sedlack, Search Committee Chairperson, Department of Art, Art History and Design, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556. Applications should include: cover letter, C.V., teaching philosophy, 20 images of own current work on CD or URL address(es) and/or PDF or DVD, 20 images of student work (including evidence of design process), and three letters of recommendation.

The University of Notre Dame, an international Catholic research university, is an equal opportunity educator and employer with strong institutional and academic commitments to racial, cultural, and gender diversity.